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'I riro i te hoko'
PROBLEMS IN CROSS-CULTURAL HISTORICAL
SCHOLARSHIP

'I RIRO I TE HOKO' (taken by sale or purchase) is a phrase used by Māori
currently and in the past to describe the way much of their land was lost to their
people. To a European unversed in New Zealand's history, there is an inherent
problem: how can land or any other commodity be 'taken' by 'sale'? 'Taking'
has an element of compulsion, 'selling' an element of choice. But although
Māori apply this phrase to land taken by the central government for public
works, they also apply it to any Māori land purchased by government or private
interests after the Native Land Acts of the 1860s. The vast majority of Māori
lands were acquired, not by confiscation, but under the terms of those Acts,
through a legalized system which encouraged purchase of Māori-owned land
blocks from up to ten Māori individuals. These purchases continued despite the
fact that under Māori land tenure land was communally owned, and it was
being sold against the wishes and interests of many unrecorded or unconsidered
people who shared in its ownership. This system of land purchase, devised by
the European-dominated colonial parliament for its own purposes, was retained
throughout the rest of the century and into the late twentieth century, and under
it, Māori lost more than three-quarters of their land. This was land 'i riro i te
hoko', 'taken by sale'. The phrase, with its inherent potential for cross-cultural
misunderstanding, is used here as a symbol of the many problems faced by
historians, particularly Pākehā historians, who write about Māori historical issues.
Some Māori scholars question the right of Pākehā historians to enter the
field of Māori history'. Joe Pere observed that some Pākehā historians 'do not
necessarily relate to the important values, beliefs and attitudes o f . . . [Māori]
institutions', and should have to justify their intrusion into the Māori field.1
Those who trespass risk joining the ranks of the 'historical imperialists' of the
nineteenth century.2
Certainly such imperialists were common in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. In 1915 the historian T.W. Downes wrote about his concept
of his role: 'We give the narratives, as we have received them, from the Māori
standpoint, and when we receive the stories of this race, we are at liberty to pick
out what we are pleased to call fact, and reject what we deem fiction'. 3 Downes
1 Joseph Anaru Hetekia Tekani Pere, 'Hitori Maori', in Colin Davis and Peter Lineham, eds,
The Future of the Past, Palmerston North, 1991, p.45.
2 ibid., p.29.
3 T.W. Downes, Old Whanganui, Hawera, 1915, p.25
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believed himself, as a scholar, entitled to pick and choose from Māori data
what he considered to be the facts. His problem was that 'To the Māori, all
parts of the narrative are true', and, 'The native historian gives us many actual
facts, but he never omits the mythical.' 4 There is a contemporary recognition
that scholars, whether Māori or Pākehā, would be gravely mistaken to attempt
to separate 'fact' from the so-called 'mythical', because the narratives so denuded
would be devoid of meaning. Yet many of the problems encountered by modern
Pākehā scholars using Māori material are related to those depicted by Downes
in his colonizing fashion. He presumed to leave out any esoteric material he
chose: modern scholars are more likely to query their own ability to understand
the meanings of such material. If this is so, should European scholars even
attempt to enter the treacherous waters of 'Māori history'?
What is the 'Māori history' being discussed here? Te Maire Tau has recently
criticized any attempt 'to historicise a past, that was not intended to constitute a
history'. He considers that Māori 'massaged and moulded' the past 'into a form
that maintained the mana of one's ancestors and community', 5 but that,
nevertheless, the authority of local tradition was maintained by local Maori
whare wānanga (schools of learning). He argued that modern university
departments of Māori studies cannot be compared to Māori whare wānanga,
which taught a closed system of knowledge bounded by whakapapa, more readily
compared to the medieval university, in which the bounds of knowledge were
determined by beliefs deriving from Christian scriptural and theological tenets.
He feared that, by being subjected to the scrutiny of scholars working within
the Western academic tradition, the 'Māori past will be historicised and subverted
into a form our tōhunga never intended'. 6
'Mātauranga Māori' consists of the paradigms of Māori traditional knowledge
pertaining to specific communities and passed down through oral techniques
by tohunga, learned kaumātua (elders) and whare wānanga. Taken together, Te
Maire defined these sets of knowledge and their associated values as 'Māori
episteme',7 and further described them as encompassing 'the spiritual relationship
of the person to the world' 8 and 'as a discipline defined by whakapapa in both a
secular and theological sense'. 9 They may include genealogies, origin stories,
land boundaries and marks, place-names and associated traditions, traditions of
war and peace, and spiritual knowledge including karakia.
But such sets of knowledge are not usually the object of analysis by Pākehā
historians, although their published work may necessarily touch on or present
versions of mātauranga Māori (as so defined). As Te Maire said, they are the
domain of a particular Māori community and its tohunga, kaumātua or whare
wānanga. Although there are many varieties of historical discourse, the most
usual form of 'Māori history' for Pākehā historians is to examine the pattern of
results manifested when 'mātauranga Māori' is confronted with an exotic
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epistemology, or a series of them, as imported by newcomers to the country. Te
Maire has himself documented one of those patterns of results in his report on
the publicly manifested views of Te Aritaua Pltama. Publicly, Te Aritaua's
discourse reflected a history constructed by recognized scholars, Māori and
Pākehā, such as Elsdon Best, Peter Te Rangi Hiroa Buck and Raymond Firth.
Privately however, in those of his writings intended to record the mātauranga
of his descent group, Te Aritaua's views reflected the traditional knowledge
system of his hapū of Ngāi Tahu.10
In a way similar to Te Maire's technique in analysing the work of Te Aritaua,
Pākehā historians discuss 'Māori history', not in terms of sets of mātauranga
Māori, but in terms of aspects of culture contact and the developing relationships
and shifting concepts, both Māori and exotic or 'European', dynamically
changing over time, which can be discovered in accounts of events after 1769.
These accounts, emanating as they do from many different viewpoints, are used
as elements in a new account, which purports to interpret the post-contact 'Māori
past'.
The past is over, in a temporal sense completed, immutable and protected
from the changing interpretations of historians. But, paradoxically, what
happened in the past can only be known from the surviving accounts of it,
whether oral or archival. Nothing that is written about the past can change what
happened earlier, but the 'history' of the past is growing and changing, often
because oral adepts die without passing on their knowledge, or elders adapt
their oral accounts to fit contemporary concerns, or because scholars invite
those readers who choose to read their works to reconsider their perception of
the past, to think about the past in a new way, or to see a new pattern in the
surviving records of the past. The oral accounts or written records themselves
are not the past, but the debris or surviving shreds of the past. History as recounted
or written is not the past, but a reconstruction of the past, from those shreds of
records, by a person living in the present.
Because historians working in the Western academic tradition live in the
present, they can only measure and assess the past in the light of the present;
history is, above all, the light of hindsight directed on the past. Historians tend
to work backwards from the present; they note the dominant trends, patterns,
victories and failures, and work their way back from events or trends which
happened to an explanation of why they happened by a detailed examination of
how they happened. A historian studying the Rātana movement, for example,
would know that Rātana candidates dominated three out of the four Maori
parliamentary seats for over 50 years;11 they would work their way back to the
beginnings of the movement in 1918, and study the context from which it
emerged to see if the earliest records left traces explaining its later success.
That investigation is then often presented as a chronological narrative, working
its way forward again towards the study's contemporary present.
The Western-style historian tends to develop a thesis — an argument —
which suggests an interpretive explanation for the apparent trends of the past.

10 ibid., pp.17-18.
11 The exception was Eastern Maori, which had a Rātana incumbent only from 1943 to 1963.
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In the case of the putative study of the Rātana movement, in explaining the
developing dominance of the political followers of Rātana over those of the
Young Māori party in the early twentieth century, he or she might consider, for
example, that their success stemmed from the attraction of the social welfare
policies espoused by the Rātana party, as a part of its alliance with Labour,
because a greater proportion of Māori, when compared to Pākehā, were
economically disadvantaged.
The historian's search through all relevant primary evidence will often result
in modification of the thesis, as the evidence makes it increasingly plain that
his or her thesis — the original idea — was not sufficiently encompassing. In
the case of the postulated study of Rātana sources, the historian might discover that
Ratana's success derived from a combination of his social welfare programme
with inspiring spiritual renewal, as well as the attraction of the Rātana programme
concerning ratification of the Treaty of Waitangi and redress for outstanding
land grievances. This compared favourably with the assimilative compromises
with colonialism advocated by the philosophy of the Young Māori party.
The result of this kind of historical study, if carried out by any conscientious
historian who is also fully equipped to study the abundant Māori-Ianguage
sources by an adequate knowledge of Māori, should be an 'unbiased' account
of the past which approaches, as closely as is possible through the techniques
of history (as against time-travel, archaeology or other methods), a reconstructive
explanation of the sequence of past events. The outcome will be illustrated by
interpretive analyses as to why particular strands of evidence should have been
selected by the historian as being significant.
Why do scholars in the Western tradition regard it as a virtue for their work
to be thought 'unbiased' and objective, when in the closed systems of mātauranga
Māori or medieval Catholicism, to take Te Maire's examples, the opposite is a
virtue? Bias can derive from a number of factors: objectivity or scientific
detachment can be affected by the historian's own views on the nature of the
social 'good' — a committed communist, for example, might be inclined to
'discover' class struggle in the origins of the Rātana movement; bias might
derive from the pecuniary interests of the writer — the historian might be
financed by sponsors with an interest in the result. In the Māori context,
researchers for claims to the Waitangi Tribunal might find it hard, consciously
or unconsciously, to avoid slanting their material in favour of the claimants, or,
if working for the Crown, to avoid presenting the actions of the Crown in the
best possible light. Bias might derive from historical positions or arguments
espoused earlier by the historian, and defended in later work. Many historical
works show bias deriving from the historian's own values, which lead to
inappropriate comments when writing about other societies; in the Rātana case,
church historians have discussed whether or not the Rātana Church was heretical,
departing from 'the main stream of Christian teaching'.12 The distinction between
such overtly biased work and more critical work is that the contemporary scholar will

12 e.g. George I. Laurenson, Te Hahi Weteriana, Auckland, 1972, p.219.
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draw attention to the built-in biases in their own and other secondary accounts.13
The question of bias is part of the ongoing debate on the nature of historical
explanation, which is about whether the discipline of history can be regarded as
a social science, or whether it is an art, part of the studies known as humanities,
including art and literature. It is a matter of credibility. Most historians would
prefer to regard their work as closer to science than art because it could then
purport to have a more lasting significance than the relatively idiosyncratic and
ephemeral trends in art and literature. Historians want to see themselves as
contributing to the sum of human knowledge, but, like scientists, they regard
that sum of knowledge as expanding, continually developing, shifting sideways
sometimes as 'laws' (generalizations) are discovered to be inadequately stated,
not fully enough expressed, not transmitted through an adequate model, or
needing further elucidation to be useful. They see their work and its techniques
as contributing to an ongoing debate rather than establishing the 'truth' about
the past, set in concrete for all time. They expect, even relish, the idea that their
interpretations will be challenged, modified or even replaced sometimes, but
always built upon or extended. They hope that, in this way, through this form of
academic debate, the collective understanding of the past will thrive and grow.
This process avoids taking sides in any debate, not so much as an avoidance of
commitment to or active support for a particular section of the community as a
desire that, if any other scholars were to examine the same material, they would
come up with the same kinds of interpretations of the past. It is a search for
validity. The significance of the findings is correspondingly enhanced when
the process can be repeated.14
Typically, historical debate arises when scholars re-examine the subjects
and sources considered by their predecessors and discover that the former have
confined themselves to an overly limited picture. The new scholars to consider
the subject may take in more kinds of sources, or may extend the temporal
range of evidence, resulting in a survey of wider trends in an expanded temporal
period. The wider coverage can throw new light on later events. Returning to
the postulated example of the Rātana movement, compared to a putative historian
who began his or her study in twentieth-century sources, the next scholar studying
the problem might have found it beneficial to trace the appeal of Rātana's

13 The author is indebted to W.H. Oliver, who offered the following explanation in a comment
on a draft of this paper: 'It does not seem to me that the useful distinction is between bias and nonbias. As you note, every historical account begins with a standpoint and thus an element of bias is
unavoidable. But from that it is not necessary to conclude that as all accounts are biased they are
equally biased and so equally valid. To my mind the real distinction to be drawn between rival
kinds of history relates to the way in which they deal with the presence of bias. The scholarly way
is to acknowledge it and to use a set of self-critical (as well as evidence-critical) devices to minimise
its impact and (perhaps above all) to enable the reader to take it into account. The "essentialist" (if
that is the right term?) way is to more or less enthrone it as the essence of the account (rather than
as a source of distortion) and to use it as something which the insider has and the outsider cannot
have as a way of eliminating the possibility of criticism (except maybe criticism from insiders who
share the same b i a s ) . . . . The term "closed system" is justified, because there can by definition be
no criticism which arises from a different perspective.'
14 The relationship between science and history is, to my knowledge, explored the most
thoroughly by Peter Munz in Our Knowledge of the Growth of Knowledge, London, 1985, passim,
but especially pp.1-19, 59ff., 86, 89ff„ 98.
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message through study of the political, social and economic trends in the
nineteenth century that left Māori disadvantaged in the twentieth, together with
the reflection of those trends in the Māori prophetic tradition, working backwards
through the kupu whakaari (spiritual sayings) of Te Kooti, Tāwhiao, Te
Pōtangaroa, Mere Rikiriki and other political/spiritual leaders.
Is the Western academic search for validity, scientific or otherwise, always
another neo-colonial exercise, especially when it is carried out in the form of
the traditional academic enquiry, and is not 'collaborative' in the sense recently
discussed by Russell Bishop,15 and practised by such scholars as Judith Binney,
Jeffrey Sissons and others? Is it that Western scholars, in a good old neo-colonial
fashion, are claiming that they can do for Māori something that Māori cannot
or have not done for themselves? Michael King has recently seemed to re-make
such a claim,16 although I suspect he is out of touch with the proliferation of
Māori studies by Māori scholars in the form of theses and non-commercial or
desk-top published studies now emerging. Although many Māori scholars are
now writing, they have protested against Māori and their culture continuing to
be the 'object' of Western academic curiosity or scientific investigation.
But such objections can be countered with the realization that many historians,
Pākehā and Māori, consider trends and changes which derive from the history
of interactive contact between the two peoples. While the following kinds of
history do not exhaust the potential or actual range, histories of political, social
and economic interaction are one form of this discourse; another is the effect of
exotic introductions on Maori concepts, traditions and institutions which had,
and have, their own separate and ongoing history, otherwise independent of
contact with the wider world, including colonial developments. Such histories
might include pre- and post-contact iwi, hapū or marae community studies,
examinations of Māori kawa (ritual) developments, the changing or continuous
nature of whare wānanga, Māori religious or prophetic movements and revivals
and many other subjects.
In examining the effects of interaction, Pākehā scholars may find it necessary
to look at the kinds of knowledge purveyed in Māori pre-contact whare wānanga,
as far as these have been presented in the records, just as Māori and Pākehā
scholars need to examine the cultural baggage of different kinds of settlers, to
understand the effects of each on other groups over time. For over 200 years
each set of cultural influences, introduced or already present in New Zealand,
in all its variety of manifestations, has profoundly influenced the others. Can
historians, whether Māori or Pākehā, explain the prophetic careers, the spiritual
development of the succession of seers (tohunga matakite), including Te Ua
Haumēne, Tāwhiao, Āperahama Taonui, Te Kooti, Pāora Te Pōtangaroa and
many others in the nineteenth century, and Rua Kēnana, Tahupōtiki Wiremu
Rātana and others in the early twentieth century, without any reference to the
Judaeo-Christian tradition imported by the missionaries and early made available
in translation? Can historians explain the King movement (Kīngitanga) in
isolation from the biblical, British or Tahitian models? The Kotahitanga or
Kauhanganui parliaments, with their speakers, parliamentary sessions and
15 Russell Bishop, Collaborative Research Stories, Palmerston North, 1996, pp.11—19.
16 Michael King, 1000 Years of Maori History, Auckland, 1997, p.7.
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sittings, their upper and lower houses, their cabinets and leaders of the opposition,
their bills debated and Acts passed, and (in the case of the Kotahitanga
parliament), their elections, electoral officers and polling booths, cannot be
explained in isolation from the Westminster parliamentary tradition. The whole
history of Māori land-loss is related to colonial intentions, land-hunger,
legislation and the shared economy. Māori actions and reactions are interwoven
with those of Pākehā .
Many Māori influences on Pākehā were more subtle than those coming the
other way, and were often expressed in denial rather than affirmation. In the
main, they involve symbols of identity and debates over what it is to be a New
Zealander rather than a 'European'. Less obvious, and less acknowledged, are
the sources of many Pākehā fortunes — the landed estates, acquired by whatever
means, as the basis of the wealth of leading Pākehā political dynasties and
businesses,17 the exploitation of Māori communities as a cheap labour force to
'break in' the country and develop the infrastructure. 'Our Maori cousins' —
the fatuous phrase of nineteenth-century romanticists — were, especially in
rural areas, more often than is commonly recognized, literally that — through
acknowledged or unacknowledged liaisons. Often, the contemporary scions of
such families are only now beginning to reclaim their Māori heritage. Most
important, the two major ethnic divisions in New Zealand, if for different reasons,
fought in the same internal and external wars, often on the same side in the
nineteenth century, always on the same side in the twentieth. Together they
were decimated by the influenza epidemic of 1918, suffered in the Depression
of the 1930s, rejoiced in or deplored the advent of social security, voted for,
opposed or stood for many of the same political parties. We have a common
history that cannot be claimed by scholars of one side or the other, nor written
without reference to the other group.
Avoidance of the stigma of acting as neo-colonialists is not the important
issue for Pākehā historians involved in 'Māori history'; just as Pere and Tau
have claimed, the important issues are theoretical problems of understanding.
'I riro i te hoko' is a simple example of the cross-cultural cross-purposes in
which Pākehā historians can find themselves, without even beginning to consider
the tribal differences of history and culture, the iwitanga and hapūtanga, which
make variations within Maoridom apparently incomprehensible to many. How
can Pākehā historians pretend to understand nineteenth-century Maori motivation
and behaviour, when they try to work in terms of, but operate from outside
those different culture systems, in the classic 'etic' versus 'emic' dilemma? In
addition, these historians are attempting to operate with the cultures as they
were in the nineteenth century, when they were already far advanced on a course
of divergence from the pre-contact epistemologies of the early eighteenth
century.
Can historians use the accounts of nineteenth-century European
ethnohistorians for the nature of pre-contact society, or should they rely, rather,
on oral accounts? But, used alone, there are also problems with oral accounts.
17 Some examples of prominent Pākehā businessmen whose prosperity was built on exploitation
of Maori are given in R.C.J. Stone, The Economic Impoverishment of Hauraki Maori Through
Colonisation 1830-1930, Paeroa, 1997, pp.25-35.
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To take one example, can the historian be sure that today's oral explanations of
the spiritual significance of the Whanganui River, given to David Young by
such old but living witnesses as Titi Tihu and Hikaia Amohia (neither of whom
was born before 1880), have any relation to its significance to Te Peehi TQroa
in 1830?18 Or could those explanations of the 1980s be traced, through a rigorous
use of documentary material as well as oral evidence recorded in the nineteenth
century, to the aims and views of a later political construct, built out of the late
nineteenth- and twentieth-century conflict with Pākehā over many issues
including control over the river? Were those explanations from the late twentieth
century at least partly influenced by the previous century of spiritual and political
experience amongst Whanganui Maori, and by the resultant periodic waxing
and waning of Māori political (dis)unity in the valleys of the Whanganui river
system?
To ask such a question is to identify one of the main problems Pākehā
historians have made for themselves since Pākehā scholarship began in New
Zealand. There has been a tendency to relegate the study of Māori society to
prehistorians — ethnohistorians, anthropologists and archaeologists — who, in
the past, have tended to define their subject as 'traditional Māori society', and
then to pursue that subject relentlessly in isolation from 'history'. 19 This has led
to the establishment of a static view of Māori society before 1769 as an
unchanging society rigidly bound by custom, and any changes since then, forced
by the sources on the notice of reluctant scholars, have been regarded as evidence
of 'decline' from the pre-contact golden 'classic Māori' age. Such a practice,
only recently beginning to be dismantled in the various disciplines, denies to
the Māori past a dynamic of change and adaptation.
What was reluctantly included in 'history' — and could not be avoided
because of our common nineteenth-century war experience — were the
manifestations of Māori reaction to colonization and expropriation. Late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century historians noted their various forms,
such as 'land leagues', the 'Māori wars', Pai Mārire (better known as the Hauhau
movement), Te Kooti's resistance, the 'Kingite' movement including the closing
of the King Country, or Rua Kenana's isolationism and millennial prophecies.
In the broad brush-strokes of many earlier historians these movements were
regarded as doomed final struggles against the inevitable processes of
amalgamation and/or assimilation.
The inappropriate interpolation of Māori cultural attitudes and political,
religious and social phenomena from one period to another, and particularly
from before 1769 into the nineteenth century — as if Māori culture was static
before contact rather than developing dynamically then as well as later — is
only one of the problems facing Pākehā historians. Even if they use the words
of Māori themselves as recorded in Māori sources, and in their own language,
which the linguistically equipped historian then translates, can historians be
sure that the words and thoughts of Māori individuals were in any way
18 David Young, Woven by Water: Histories from the Whanganui River, Wellington, 1998, p.9.
19 Bain Attwood has noticed the same phenomenon in Australia in relation to Aboriginal
prehistory: Attwood, In the Age of Mabo: History, Aborigines and Australia, Sydney, 1996,
introduction, pp.xii-xiii. Much of the discussion which follows was suggested by Attwood's analysis.
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representative of Māori in general? Or that what is translated is what that
particular Māori really thought? Joe Pere has told us that there are 'very learned
people who deliberately refrain from revealing too much, and who only share
their knowledge with the selected few. Many of these people project one image
in public while actually believing in and practising another.'20 Are Māori views
subtly altered for the audience, or for the intended organ of publication?
Helen Hogan recently published the letters in Māori of two apparently naive
young Ngāti Porou, Hēnare Mōkena Kōhere and Terei Ngātai, who travelled to
Britain in 1902 with a contingent of Māori soldiers to represent their people at
the coronation of Edward VII.21 Their letters were published serially in Te
Pipiwharauroa, an Anglican Māori newspaper, printed, for most of its history,
at the Te Rau22 Press by Archdeacon Herbert William Williams. Its editors
were, as often as not, the Anglican Māori minister Frederick Augustus Bennett,
eventually first Bishop of Aotearoa, and Rēweti Kōhere, an Anglican minister
and Hēnare' s elder brother, their work supervised by the Archdeacon. The group
of soldiers was personally vetted and selected by the Prime Minister, Richard
Seddon, with the advice of James Carroll, then Native Minister.23 Kōhere and
Ngātai knew that their letters were to be published in Te Pipiwharauroa, for at
Southampton one of them wrote: 'Me tuhi ake e au tētahi kōrero tino rekareka
i konei, māu rā e whakauru atu ki Te Pīpī kei a koe tēnā. (I must write down a
very entertaining story here, for you to insert in that Te Pip! of yours.)'24
Is it not then possible, that these two were not as naive as their letters suggest?
When they compared the Māori situation with that of the indigenous people of
South Africa, finding the latter to be like dogs and ignorant as well, and the
Maori to be favourably housed,25 when they praised the empire builder, Cecil
Rhodes, as 'one of the great leaders of Africa', 26 when they praised Seddon for
ensuring that in London Māori were not segregated like the other indigenous
peoples,27 when they were pleased that Pākehā in London thought that Māori
were the most highly regarded of all the indigenous peoples,28 and, above all,
when they poured out their praises on the royal family, the palaces, churches
and institutions of Britain, were their opinions not subtly informed by the
requirements of their selection as 'loyal' representatives of Rāpata Wahawaha's
Ngāti Porou,29 and consciously tailored by themselves, or edited by their elders,
for acceptability by the authorities of the Anglican Church?
It could be said that Hogan presented these letters without fully examining
the historical setting which produced them. But would more recorded information

20 Pere, p.36.
21 Helen Hogan, Hikurangi to Homburg, Christchurch, 1997.
22 Te Rau took its name from Te Raukahikatea, the Anglican Māori theological college at
Gisborne.
23 Evening Post, 14 April 1902, p.6, cit. Hogan, p. 15.
24 Hogan, Hikurangi to Homburg, p.45.
25 ibid., p.36.
26 ibid., p.41.
27 ibid., p.48.
28 ibid., p.61.
29 Major Rāpata Wahawaha led the Ngāti Porou forces on the side of the government in the
mid-nineteenth-century wars.
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necessarily have made her narrative more 'true', or her discourse more
meaningful? The urge to learn and categorize more and more 'facts' about Māori
in the past from documents or oral testimony would not necessarily convey the
totality or variety of Māori reasoning, nor the imperatives pushing these two
youths. Perhaps mana was involved — the mana of their parents, their elders,
their hapū, their chiefs, their district, their iwi or their church, or all of these in
combination. Their case is relatively simple, yet the behaviour of two young
Ngāti Porou in 1902 may have carried a whole raft of burdens and obligations
imbibed or inherited from their elders.
Can any Pākehā consider her or himself qualified to understand? Are not
Pākehā historians likely to ignore some reasons for choices of actions because
they are incomprehensible to them, apparently irrational, stemming from a belief
system that cannot be reconciled with the common-sense facts of the ordinary
world? In themselves, irrational belief systems need not be a barrier, for much
Pākehā motivation, both past and present, is formed out of Western religious
notions of creation, redemption, guilt, sin, expiation and reward, all taking place
in a multidimensional spiritual world inhabited by metaphysical beings which
are, individually and collectively, equally incapable of rational proof. The danger
is rather in the non-recognition of Māori imperatives through ignorance of Māori
belief systems or a failure to recognize their manifestations.
To Pākehā academic historians, what is interesting and significant in any
succession of events is characteristically known only after the events are over.30
Yet in 'Pākehā histories' written by Pākehā historians the danger is that the
important moments will not be recognized. Some of the most significant events
may be dismissed as trivial or not even noticed by Pākehā historians, because
they carry no meaning for them: the baring of teeth, the clenching of a fist, a
single spoken word, a particular gesture — all carried intentions clear to Māori
raconteurs. There was, and is, a speaker's habit of obscuring the meaning in
whai kōrero (speech-making) by making ancient allusions which only the
intended, limited audience will appreciate. Genealogies are recounted in different
ways, the descent lines not invented but selected in ways suitable to one occasion,
but not to another. Inconvenient parts are left out, or connections made through
relatively insignificant marriages to suit contemporary purposes.31 If that is so,
how will the Pākehā historian fare?
But in asking if Pākehā historians can know or recognize the imperatives —
the factors pushing choices of action in one direction or another — motivating
people from another culture and another time, one might as well ask, can Māori
of the late twentieth or the early twenty-first centuries really know the imperatives
of tohunga of the eighteenth century? Are the difficulties for most modern Māori
scholars not essentially the same as those for Pākehā historians? Both sets of
people are now operating from modified belief systems, some of whose elements
are totally exotic, while others deriving from within Aotearoa/Te Waipounamu,

30 I am indebted for this idea to Paul A. Roth, 'Narrative Explanations: The Case of History', in
Michael Martin and Lee C. Mclntyre, eds, Readings in the Philosophy of Social Science, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1994, p.706.
31 Ruka Broughton, The Origins ofNgaa Rauru Kiitahi, n.d. [1979], Wellington, p.31.
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can be known only through records often deriving from a century later.
The methodology of all historians, whose stamping ground is by definition
the past, involves the study of a culture changed from their own. I was born in
England, but when I study late nineteenth-century English history, can I suspend
my late-second/early third-millennium, postcolonial, secular world view and
become a Victorian? No. Despite my ethnicity, and despite the anecdotes of
their times recounted to me by my parents and grandparents, I have to seek
evidence of the way people thought at that time, through reading their letters,
diaries, and other records and then writing an interpretive account of my
understanding of those times. When modern Maori scholars study oral traditions
recorded in the nineteenth century, or train in late twentieth-century whare
wānanga, or learn orally at the feet of contemporary elders, and then give their
own accounts, defining and describing the motivation, beliefs and practices of
nineteenth-century or earlier Māori, are they not carrying out a similar kind of
activity? And like the English scion, do they not similarly risk producing a
partial and incomplete account based on selection?
The negation of these propositions could lie, if it were so, in the consistency
of the oral transmission of culture within the Māori world to Māori academics.
But the nature of much oral tradition is often to present explanations of the
contemporary world to the community, and in this way traditions can grow and
change from generation to generation, and even from telling to telling. Many
'traditions' are intrinsically political constructs. In this way Australian
Aboriginals have traditions about Captain Cook that concern 'events' in places
Cook did not visit.32 And Judith Huntsman finds that in Tokelau: 'Oral narratives
in their telling are transitory, each time they are told they are a bit (or a lot)
different — sometimes fortuitously and sometimes on purpose.'33 Within New
Zealand, Jeffrey Sissons has noted that in 'interpreting the Mataatua and Taneatua
traditions, we should assume that they give meaning to a contemporary political
order... as these relations change through time so must the traditions change in
order to remain politically relevant.' 34 David Young has found Whanganui
traditions in 1995 that state colonial authorities deliberately poisoned 'rebel'
Māori in the 1840s through their 'flour and sugar policy, turning the old term of
patronage into the alleged policy'. The facts, as uncovered by Young, were that
some Maori may have been accidentally poisoned or risked poisoning by
'liberating' food, prepared for rats and laced with arsenic, from Pākehā
homesteads, and that some settlers (but not the authorities) were happy about
the possibility.35
However, as Te Maire Tau has pointed out, not all Maori teaching is mutable.
Ancient waiata and karakia were learned by rote, and have been recorded in
different areas of the country at different times by different scribes with little or
no variation. Though sometimes subject to political usage, whakapapa too could

32 Rosemary Hunter, 'Aboriginal Histories, Australian Histories and the Law', In the Age of
Mabo, p.2.
33 Judith Huntsman, 'Just Marginally Possible: the Making of Matagi Tokelau', Reflections on
Pacific Historiography, Journal of Pacific Studies, 20 (1996), p.149.
34 Jeffrey Sissons, Te Waimana The Spring ofMana, Dunedin, 1991, p.54.
35 Young, pp.49-50.
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share this immutable quality, although usually within a limited area: each district
had its own versions. Pou Temara has written on the tohunga-cum-lecturer on
Māori studies, Ruka Broughton, for the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography.
His remarkable account traces the succession of schools of learning (whare
wānanga), and the succession of experts or adepts in Māori knowledge (tohunga)
who taught Broughton in the Whanganui tradition in his youth. Temara has
described the rote learning of enormous and detailed bodies of knowledge that
Ruka mastered, which he and his masters could reproduce at will and use to test
the expertise of one another.36
Such classes of immutable knowledge (mātauranga Māori) were concrete
and specific to particular communities, and knowing and using this kind of
material could, in European terms, be compared to the use of old parish registers
recording local births, deaths and marriages, or the precise measurements of St
Paul's Cathedral in London through access to Christopher Wren's plans. But
the significant linking and interpretation of events following the time in which
this kind of knowledge was the only systematically recorded and transmitted
knowledge has to be another matter. The ongoing discourse, the examination
and substantiation of historical theses from evidence of the past must necessarily
be as tortuous for Māori scholars in the late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries as it is for Pākehā. Te Maire Tau, Charles Royal and other contemporary
Māori scholars demonstrate this through their perceptive evaluation of their
problems and the kinds of questions that they ask of their material.37
Ruka Broughton, was, of course, an exception: how many other Māori
scholars could say that they had the good fortune to experience similar training
in whare wānanga or from tohunga? Some have, but relatively few. Yet in his
own writing Broughton used Western academic-style scholarly methods,
rigorously comparing Pākehā and Māori written and recorded oral sources in a
search for inconsistencies. He accepted the limitations of oral tradition and spoke
approvingly of 'probing, questioning and analysing the oral traditions concerning
the canoes which supposedly came from Hawaiki'. He himself proposed to
follow up the works of Andrew Sharp, L.M. Groube and David Simmons 'by
producing evidence in the light of what the elders themselves actually say'. In
his conclusions he recommended that Māori scholars 'look carefully at the oral
traditions of their own areas and get beyond the generally accepted canoe
traditions which seem to blot out much of the original truths'.38
A search in primary historical evidence for patterns eloquent in themselves
will often have to suffice both Māori and Pākehā historians in writing the Māori
past. This is because at least some of the content of the oral evidence recorded
in the nineteenth century, such as Māori Land Court material, is based not on
one 'truth' but on slanted accounts intended to support hoped-for outcomes.

36 Pou Temara, 'Broughton, Ruka', in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, Vol. Five,
1940-1960 (forthcoming 2000).
37 Te Maire Tau, op.cit; Te Ahukaramu Charles Royal, 'There are Adventures to be Had:
Experiences of a Māori Researcher', Danny Keenan, 'Predicting the Past: Some Directions in Recent
Maori Historiography', and others in Te Pouhere Korero, 1 (1999).
38 Broughton, pp.3-4,50.
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Later accounts of earlier events are often presented in terms of ideal Māori
political and social structures, which bear little relation to the primary evidence
concerning communities on the ground, or rest on 'traditional' beliefs
interpolated back into the past from more recent spiritual movements. Some of
the work of Te Whatahoro, as far as it can be disinterred from the work of S.
Percy Smith, falls into this category. Many European 'ethnographic' accounts
are framed by their authors' own ideal notions or mental constructs about how
'traditional Māori society' worked.
The Māori electoral rolls of the early twentieth century form an example of
evidence suggesting 'patterns eloquent in themselves'. In these rolls, Māori
electors were requested to state (as well as their names and gender), their tribe,
hapū (usually glossed as 'subtribes'), and place of residence. One nice moment
in Atholl Anderson's recent book, The Welcome of Strangers, occurs when
Walter Mantell, 'taking the census at Arowhenua in 1848, is frustrated because
"each man, as usual, [was] taking five minutes to decide a hapū for himself.'"39
Perhaps the choice of iwi was relatively limited at Arowhenua, and
intermarriage among local iwi already more frequent than elsewhere, but in the
North Island in the early twentieth century one could add to those five minutes
for hapū selection, the ten minutes each elector might take to select his or her
'tribe'. The electoral rolls are full of evidence that the 'tribe' to which the elector
supposedly belonged carried little meaning for many individual Māori. The
same hapū names consistently given by people with the same 'surname' and
the same residence, often tiny rural settlements, were also often associated with
up to three different 'tribal' names. Later, from 1954, electors were no longer
asked for their hapū, but only for their tribe.
In such ways, a trend becomes visible that, when associated with other kinds
of evidence, shows that the most important unit of Māori organization was
increasingly deemed by European officials to be the tribe and its 'subdivision',
the hapū or 'subtribe', while such terms often carried little meaning to Maori
people. Their settlements, or their marae communities, whether one or more
(usually several) might have been the most important realities. But,
demonstrably, Māori were constantly being told that, to Pākehā officialdom,
the most important identifying group for Maori individuals was their tribe. Such
were the facts emerging from the evidence which constituted part of the bounds
of discourse concerning iwi. The interpretation of those facts, that is, the possible
effects on Māori society of such official reiteration of the status of the 'tribe' is
another part of the process. Even though the 'facts' are supported by other
evidence, interpretation is the speculative area of the historian's trade. But
interpretation of primary evidence is essential if the historian's work is to carry
meaning.
The nature of academic historical interpretive discourse, for Pākehā as well
as for Māori scholars, is such that it is a mistake for lawyers, judges and others
to require of that ongoing debate that it be the 'truth', fit for use as evidence in
a court of law — examining, perhaps, the nature of 'traditional iwi'. Yet, one
may hear the objection: 'historical events are conceived as having their own

39 Athol Anderson, The Welcome of Strangers, Dunedin, 1998, p. 104.
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ontological integrity'. To misquote Roth by taking a New Zealand example:
either troops crossed the Mangatāwhiri in 1863, or they did not; 'if true, the
chronicler notes it and if not, not'.40 As suggested by Roth, the bounds of historical
enquiries must be marked by verifiable events. But the narrative account, which
relates the verifiable events to the historian's explanation or interpretation of
them, is an artefact, albeit a thesis suggested and supported by historical evidence.
It is principally the product of hindsight searching in primary evidence for the
significant patterns of political, social and other behaviour that have led to the
present. For Māori and Pākehā scholars, the practice of academic history is not
the recapture of a set of fixed events waiting to be related; it is a phase of
reconstruction of the past, a part of a debate. Whether or not it emerges from
contemporary concerns it is always looking back from the present.
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